An Undervalued Profession
A Profoundly Local Profession

• In some cases “is” public health

• 2nd Most Common PH Profession
A Profession in a Social Context

David T. Dyjack @DTDyjack · 1h
Wow. I have to wonder if similar logic will be extended to climate and other environmental health risks.

Michigan health director ordered to trial for deaths linked to Flint water
Michigan Health Director Nick Lyon is highest-ranking official charged for Flint water issues.
arstechnica.com
Environmental Health Profession: Axis Community Asset

- Vectors
- WASH
- Regulated Community
- Data

Source: NEHA
Environmental Health Professionals: Access Community Asset

- Superior knowledge of local customs
- Superior familiarity of local risks
- Superior command of local language

Example: Interdisciplinary planning call
- Academic Institutions
- Communications
- Energy
- Finance/Insurance
- Grocers and Convenience Stores
- Hospital/Medical/Pharmacy
- Lodging and Restaurants
- Logistics/Transportation
- Manufacturing
- Retail
- Tourism
- Umbrella organizations
Professional Affect

• to produce an effect or change in (v)

• to impress the mind or move the feelings of (v)

• Emotion or desire as influencing behavior (n)

• Values

• Beliefs

• Identity

• Trust: capabilities & character

• Socio-emotional and behavioral
Professional Ethos: Character

• 7% Content
• 38% Tone of Voice
• 55% Body Language
EH Professionals as Meta Leaders

• Describe & Prescribe

• Compress Morbidity

• Hotbeds of Innovation

• Cue & Persuade
The EH Workforce is Prepared to Lead on SDGs

Emerging Workforce

THE 3RD IFEH ACADEMIC AND 16TH MUEHSA SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCE
9th – 11th April 2019, Hotel Africana, Kampala, Uganda

One of the sub-themes:
Climate change and sustainability

REGISTRATION IS OPEN

Come and be part of this tremendous event

For more information contact:
Website: http://ifehmuehsa2019.musph.ac.ug
Email: ifehmuehsa2019@musph.ac.ug

Existing Workforce

NEHA 2019 Annual Educational Conference (AEC) & Exhibition

Tuesday, July 9–Friday, July 12
Pre-cons July 7-8
Gaylord Opryland Resort and Convention Center
Nashville, Tennessee

Local Voices. Universal Language.

The NEHA 2019 Annual Educational Conference & Exhibition brings together environmental health professionals from around the globe to learn and discuss current and emerging environmental health topics and issues. Discover how the local voices of agencies, industries, and levels of government provide unique perspectives and how they fit into the universal language of environmental health. Learn how these voices ensure the safety of the public and environment, and how they contribute to the advancement of the environmental health profession.
EH Workforce: A Valued Profession

• Saves $

• Saves Lives

• Promotes Health & Wellness

• Protects the Future